Abstract. The Semantic Web is an extension of the Web where information is represented in a machine processable way. In this paper, we present a two-level model for the Semantic Web from the perspective of formal language theory. The model consists of two grammars where the first level grammar is for creating ontologies and the second level grammar is for creating ontological instances. Based on the model, we implemented a system by which one can easily construct a small-scale Semantic Web environment.
Introduction
The Semantic Web is a vision for the future of the Web in which information is given explicit meaning, making it easier for machines to automatically process and integrate information available on the Web [5] .
In this paper, we present a grammar-based model for the Semantic Web. As in [3] , we view the Semantic Web as the set of ontologies and ontological instances, where an ontology is a document or file that defines the relations among concepts. The proposed model consists of two grammars. The first level intends to represent an ontology about a domain of interests. Ontologies are strings generated by the first level grammar. The second level intends to represent ontological instances which are resources described using concepts and relationships based on the ontology defined at the first level.
While there are approaches to model the Semantic Web [3, 9, 10] , the advantage of the proposed model is that users can easily create a smallscale Semantic Web environment where various experimentations such as whether a current Web browser needs a new functionality or not can be done. To construct the environment, one can define a grammar for an ontology and generate ontological instances.
Our system can serve as an education tool for teaching the Semantic web. For example, non-experts learn about the conceptualization and formalization of ontologies during lectures. Although there are different ontology language standards, in teaching level the general understanding about the ontology language might be more important than the specific understanding about a certain ontology language standards. Using our system, they can practice how to create ontologies by defining their simple ontology languages. While the languages that they define are not full-fledged ontology languages, they can understand the roles of ontologies and how ontologies are used.
Our system is different from ontology development tools such as Protégé-OWL editor [13] , OntoEdit [15] , OntoKick [16] , WebODE [17] etc. in that it allows non-expert users to generate ontologies by using simple languages defined by themselves without the knowledge of OWL and RDF which are not simple concepts to understand [14] . They can understand the essential elements of ontologies and how they are used. Figure 1 shows the idea behind our approach. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related works. In section 3, a two-level model is explained. Illustrative examples are given in section 4 and section 5 describes how a small-scale Semantic Web can be constructed using the proposed model. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Works
The Semantic Web is an environment where Web contents are represented in a form that is machine processable [4] . There are several languages to represent machine interpretable content on the Web. XML offers a surface syntax for structured documents and XML Schema is a language for restricting the structure of XML documents. RDF is a data model for objects and their relations and supports a simple semantics for the data model. RDF Schema is a vocabulary for representing properties and classes of RDF resources. OWL adds more vocabulary for describing properties and classes:
among others, relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer typing of properties, characteristics of properties, and enumerated classes [1] . OWL ontology represents a domain by defining classes and properties of those classes and defines individuals and asserts properties about them. Ontologies contain computer-usable definitions of basic concepts in the domain and the relationships among them. They encode knowledge in a domain and also knowledge that extends domains [6] . An OWL instance is a description about a resource created by using properties and classes defined in the OWL ontology [2, 8] .
In Ontobroker [7] , ontologies are defined in a representation language based on Frame-Logic which supports queries by using instances of an ontology. The representation language used to define ontologies enables elementary expressions such as classes, attributes, relationships, and axioms. It also allows complex expressions such as facts, rules, double rules and queries. The defined ontology is composed of concept hierarchy which defines the subclass relationship between different classes, attribute definitions given for classes and a set of rules which defines relationships between different concepts and attributes.
The Semantic Web has been modeled in various ways. [9] describes a Semantic Web space as two-tuple <O, R>, where O is a set of ontologies and R is a set of resources such as web pages, databases, and sensors.
[10] describes the semantic web as a Notebook + Memex where, the Memex emphasizes on engaging with information, developing it, and working with it, the notebook focuses on both the more writerly and the more personal side of engaging with information. It can perform the automatic and logical processing of repetitive thought tasks and the creation of associative links across different resources by connecting into either the similar tasks or creative thought processes.
[3] describes a semantic network as a directed labeled graph. For the Semantic Web, a semantic network substrate is represented by the constraints of the RDF which describes a semantic network as a set of triples where a subject resource points to an object resource according a predicate resource. Subject and predicate resources are identified by URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) and object resources are a literal or URI. The Semantic Web can be defined as G  (U  U  (U  L)), where U is the set of all URIs and L is the set of all literals.
Linked Data is about using the Web to create typed links between data from different sources. It basically uses the RDF data model to publish structured data on the Web and RDF links to interlink data from different data sources [18] . It is associated with the semantic web because the semantic Web isn't just about putting data on the web, but about making links, so that a person or machine can explore the web of data [19] . Our tool lets people represent data based on ontologies, which is a basic process to make semantic links between data.
Cloud computing is a term to describe both a platform and a type of application. A cloud is a pool of virtualized computer resources. A cloud computing platform dynamically provisions, configures, reconfigures, and deprovisions servers as needed. Cloud applications are extended applications to be accessible through the Internet. These cloud applications use large data centers and powerful servers that host Web applications and Web services [20] . Although the cloud computing providers are publishing various clouds over the Internet, there are no standard, open protocols and discover mechanisms for different kinds of clouds [21] . So, the Cloud Computing Interoperability Forum (CCIF) focus on being placed on the creation of a common agreed upon framework or ontology that enables the ability of two or more cloud platforms to exchange information [22] . A common cloud ontology can support the expression of cloud computing and its related parts by using a common data model. Our tool allows people to define ontologies to represent data semantically. They can experience the way of creating a data model for cloud computing.
Social semantic web is related to the creation of explicit and semantically rich knowledge representations. It can be seen as a Web of collective knowledge systems that which can provide useful information based on human contributions and get better as more people participate. Instead of relying entirely on automated semantics with formal ontology processing and inferencing, humans are collaboratively building semantics aided by sociosemantic information systems [23] . Our tool enables users to create ontologies and represent data based on the ontology by using their own description languages instead of RDF/OWL. The users can also create a small-scale social semantic web that supports semantic browsing by using user-defined ontologies.
A reasoner is a service that takes the statements encoded in an ontology as input and infers new statements from them. In particular, OWL reasoners such as FaCT++ and Pallet can be used to reveal subclass or superclass relationships among classes, determine the most specific types of individuals, and detect inconsistent class definitions [24] . Our tool checks whether the ontology is defined without syntactic and semantic errors and whether the instances are defined by using the classes and properties of the ontology. 
3.
A Grammar-based Model 
Illustrative Examples
In this section, we show how the proposed model can be used to describe various aspects of the Semantic Web environment.
Scenario 1
In the Semantic Web, an instance of an ontology can be semantically related to an instance of another ontology. For example, figure 4 shows how two domains (Movie and Travel) are connected. This situation can be easily described using the proposed model. Movie ontology has Film and Genre class, and genreOf property which creates a relation between Film"s and Genre"s instances. 
Ontology

Scenario 2
Historical study often focuses on events and developments that occur in particular blocks of time. Therefore, the events and developments might be organized based on historical periods such as Ancient history, Middle Ages, Early modern period, Modern era and Post-Modern. Assume that there are three types of ontologies which define different classes and properties as follows. Assume that a person wants to organize information on technology in history by using an ontology, but historians already organized the information on technology as well as war, religion, or science based on different ontologies by the historical periods. The person tries to extract the classes or properties related to science and technology from different ontologies and to integrate them in an ontology. That can be done by importing the three ontologies. So, the person can define the namespace for each ontology. People organize resources based on their interests or needs. One resource can be classified differently because their interests or needs are different. The proposed model allows users to create a specification file which contains the lexical definitions and the grammar of their own ontology language and define ontology which represents the meaning of terms and the relationships between those terms by using the ontology language. If the web resources are reorganized based on their own ontologies, the users can conveniently navigate the web resources according to their interests or needs without wasting a lot of time.
Ontology
As an example, assume that a user wants to search web resources in an Internet art museum. An Internet art museum has lots of art works and users navigate them based on their interests. Some search the art works of the artists who they like such as van Gogh, Picasso, Millet, etc. Others search the art works according to the trend of art such as realism, impressionism, cubism, etc. The others search the art works of art forms which they are interested in such as drawing, painting, sculpture, etc. If the artworks reorganized by their interests are displayed, the users navigate them conveniently and find out desired resources easily.
If user A wants to browse the art works based on painting styles, the user can use the following ontology. Work_1 madeOf Oil Figure 5 shows how the resources can be organized according to users" interests. . 
Scenario 4
The proposed model can be used to create Linked Data. Each user can build an ontology about a certain domain by using our model and create instances based on the ontology. Each instance can be regarded as the description about a raw data that each user has and so they are similar to the descriptions of data in Linked Data by using the standards like RDF. Linked Data is an approach to expose, share, and connect pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web using URIs and RDF. If some users can define a common ontology together, create instances to describe their raw data, and share the instances by using our model, it is possible to construct Linked data. They also create the instances which describe their data based on the Art ontology as follows; Then, they share the instances in their community. It is possible kind of linked data services. For example, they can find all data linked to a certain artist such as Van_Gogh or Picasso. Even though each user has small data, they can get an amount of linked data and also create new information from the linked data.
Constructing a small scale Semantic Web environment
In this section, we show how a user can construct a small-scale Semantic Web environment using the system we implemented. In order to create a small-scale Semantic Web environment, a user defines a grammar for the ontology language and creates a parser by using SableCC [11] that is a parser generator which creates object-oriented frameworks for building compilers, interpreters, and other text parsers. For describing the ontology, the user needs to create a SableCC specification file which contains the lexical definitions and the grammar productions of an ontology language. Figure 6 shows how a user can construct a small-scale Semantic Web environment using the system. First, a user defines an ontology language grammar. The grammar file is written in a SableCC specification file format. Then, the user creates an ontology compiler by launching SableCC on the grammar file. The user writes and compiles Java sources for an ontology compiler that checks grammatical errors of the ontology defined by the ontology language and is aware of its classes and their relationships. If there are no errors, an ontology in XML format is written. The user writes and saves the instances in a XML document if it is defined based on the classes and properties of the defined ontology. Figure 8 shows the situation used in the example that follows.
Fig. 8. Art ontology and its instances
We assume that the environment consists of an Art ontology and its instances. More specifically, in the Art ontology, there are a Painting class and an Artist class. The title datatype property defines the Painting class as its domain and a string type as its range. An individual of the Painting class has a title value. The workedBy object property defines the Painting class as its domain and the Artist class as its range. An individual of the Painting class has an individual of the Artist class as its workedBy value. Instances of of Art ontology are created by creating two individuals and assigning their properties. We define a Painting with an ID of work_1 and specify that it is worked by (workedBy) Vincent_Van_Gogh and its title is Sunflower. We also define a Painting is an ID of work_2 and specify that it is worked by (workedBy) Pablo_Picasso and its title is Guernica.
The steps for constructing a small-scale Semantic Web environment are as follows. 1. A user defines the grammar of an ontology language to be compiled and saves it as a specification file. Figure 9 shows the screenshot of the the specification file. . If the instances are defined by using the classes and properties of the ontology, the system produces an ontology( Figure  11 ). 
Comparison with other ontology development tools
In this section, we compare the proposed system with two well-known ontology development tools, Protégé [13] and Apollo [27] . Specifically, we show how the scenario given in section 5 can be realized using Protégé and Apollo in section 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. In addition, we show parts of an ontology and an instance from three systems to illustrate the differences in section 6.3. The following table summarizes briefly the differences. Protégé-OWL and Apollo are developed for implementing metadata of ontology using the languages used to encode the ontology. They generally require users to be trained for the languages, knowledge representation, and predicate logic. For example, Protégé-OWL supports the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and exports ontologies to OWL/RDF (Resource Description Framework). It requires users understand the vocabularies of RDF(S) and OWL and their functions. Apollo is a knowledge modeling application based on the internal model of the OKBC (Open Knowledge Base Connectivity) protocol and export ontologies to CLOS (Common LISP Object System) and OCML (Options Configuration Modeling Language). It also requires users understand the meaning of each concept, the operations, and the naming and argument conventions provided in OKBC specifications. Our system allows users to use languages that they define. It requires the users to have a basic understanding of formal languages and parsing which undergraduate students generally learn from a compiler course.
Protégé-OWL and Apollo are developed for all stages of the ontology lifecycle such as creation, population, validation, deployment, maintenance and evolution. However, our system is developed for undergraduate students to construct an environment that is structurally similar to the Semantic web which consists of ontologies and their instances so that they can understand the structural properties of the Semantic Web while studying the Semantic Web. The combination of theory and practice can help them understand the Semantic Web clearly. On top of this, they can also conduct The ontologies in Protégé-OWL or Apollo are represented by using general languages or knowledge representation such as RDF(S), OWL, OKBC model, etc. They can be reused and shared with other applications using the same language. However, users should understand the technical terminologies of the language or its specification and it can be difficult [28, 29] . In our system, users can simply build ontologies and their instances which do not use technical terminologies and logic. Even though the ontologies are not represented by the general ontology language, the system can be helpful for the undergraduate students who have basic knowledge about computer science to understand the Semantic web. In addition, although our system now represents the ontology by XML, it can be easily extensible to represent the ontology by OWL/RDF(S).
Protégé-OWL
The steps to create an Art ontology given in section 5 are as follows. 1. We start Protégé-OWL and create a new OWL project by clicking "Create New Project". When "Create New Project" wizard appears, we select a project type, "OWL/RDF Files" and specify a unique URI that will become the identifier for the ontology. Then, we select an OWL/RDF dialect such as OWL DL. 2. We create classes for concepts in the ontology. We select the "OWL Classes" tab. It shows the hierarchy of classes. All the classes will be created subordinate to owl:Thing. We click the Create subclass button. A class is created with a generic name such as "Class_1". We rename the class using the "class name widget" to "Artist". We repeat the previous step to add the class "Painting" (Figure 12 ). 3. We create properties of these classes, for example, the title of the painting and the artist that painted it. We switch to the "Properties" tab. We click the "Create Object Property" button to create a new Object property. An Object property is created with a generic name. We rename the property to "workedBy". Then, we specify a domain and a range of the Object property. We press the "Add named class" button on the "Domain Widget" and select the class "Painting". We also press the "Add named class" button on the "Range Widget" and select the class "Artist" (Figure 13 ). 4. We click the "Create Datatype Property" button to create a new Datatype property. A Dataproperty is created with a generic name. We rename the property to "title". Then, we specify a domain and a range of the Datatype property. We press the "Add named class" button on the "Domain Widget" and select the class "Painting". We select the item "string" on the "Range Widget" (Figure 14) . . We create some instances of the classes. We switch to the "Individuals" tab. We select the class "Artist". We press the "Create Instance" button. An instance is created with a generic name. We rename the instance to Vincent_Van_Gogh. We also create another instance called "Pablo_Picasso" (Figure 15 ). . We select the class "Painting" and press the "Create Instance" button. An instance is created with a generic name. We rename the instance to "work_1". We press the "Add new value" button in the Datatype property "title" and type "Sunflower" as its value. We also press the "Add new value" button in the Object property "workedBy" and select the instance "Vincent_Van_Gogh" as its value. 7. We repeat step 6 to create another instance called "work_2". We press the "Add new value" button in the Datatype property "title" and type "Guernica" as its value. We also press the "Add new value" button in the Object property "workedBy" and select the instance "Pablo_Picasso" as its value (Figure 16 ).
Apollo
The steps to create an Art ontology given in section 5 are as follows. 1. We start Apollo and a new project. We click "Create New Project" and open the "Create new ontology" dialog and enter its name, "Art". 2. We create classes for concepts in the ontology. We open the "New class" dialog in the focused ontology and type the class name "Artist". We repeat the previous step to add the class "Painting" (Figure 17 ). 3. We create property slots of the classes. A slot contains a number of facets such as value, value type, and value class, etc. We open the "New slot" dialog in the class "Artist". We type its name "workedBy" and set its value type "instance" and its value class "Painting". We also open the "New slot" dialog in the class "Painting". We type its name "title" and set its type "string" (Figure 18 ). 4. We create some instances of the classes. We select the class "Artist" and open the "New instance" dialog. We type the instance name "Vincent_Van_Gogh" and its type "Artist". We also open the "New instance" dialog again. We type the instance name "Pablo_Picasso" and set its type "Artist" (Figure 19 ). . Similarly, we select the class "Painting" and open the "New instance" dialog. We type the instance name "work_1" and set its type "Painting". We also open the "New instance" dialog again. We type the instance name "work_2" and set its type "Painting". 6. We specify the facets of the instances of the class "Artist". We select the class "Artist" and the instance "Vincent_Van_Gogh" in sub-classes panel.
We double-click the value of the slot "workedBy" and select the instance "work_1". We select the instance "Pablo_Picasso" in sub-classes panel.
We double-click the value of the slot "workedBy" and select the instance "work_2" (Figure 20) . . Similarly, we specify the facets of the instances of the class "Painting". We select the class "Painting" and the instance "work_1" in sub-classes panel.
We edit the string value of the slot "title" to "Sunflower". We select the instance "work_2" in sub-classes panel. We edit the string value of the slot "title" to "Guernica".
Comparison of the results
Fig. 21. Two classes and instances
To illustrate the differences and similarities among our system, Apollo, and Protégé-OWL, we extract parts of the documents where they save the ontology and its instances. Protégé-OWL saves them in OWL format, and Apollo and our system do in XML format. There are two classes "Artist" and "Painting" and the property "workedBy". There are also instances "work_1"
and "Vicent_Van_Gogh" which are connected with the property "workedBy" (Figure 21 ). The following table shows the ontology generated from the three systems. Table 3 . Ontologies generated by Protégé-OWL, Apollo, and our system
The ontological instances generated from the systems are as follows. Our system (XML) Creating Ontology <classes> <class name="Artist"/> <class name="Painting"/> <slots> <slot name="workedBy"> <type value="instance"/> <is_own value="false"/> <value_class value="Artist"/> <value_type value="instance"/> </slot> </slots> <classes> <owl:Class rdf:ID="Painting"/ > <owl:Class rdf:ID="Artist"/> <owl:ObjectProp erty rdf:ID="workedBy "> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Ar tist"/> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#P ainting"/> </owl:ObjectProp erty> <CLASS name= "Painting"/> <CLASS name="Artist"/> <OBJECTPROP ERTY Name="workedBy "> <DOMAIN name="Painting"/ > <RANGE name= "Artist"/> </OBJECTPROP ERTY> Task Apollo (XML) Protégé-OWL (OWL) Our system (XML) Creating Instance <instance name = "Vincent_Van_Gogh"Class ="Artist"/> <instance name ="work_1" class="Painting"> <slots> <slot name="title"> <value value= "Sunflower"/> </slot> <slot name= "workedBy"> <value value="Artist: Vincent_Van_Gogh"/> </slot> </slots> </instance> <Painting rdf:ID= "work_1"> <workedBy> <Artist rdf:ID="Vincent_V an_Gogh"/> </workedBy> </Painting> <Artist name= "Vincent_Van_Go gh> <Painting name= "work_1"> <workedBy value = "Vincent_Van_Go gh"> </workedBy> </Painting>
7.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we presented a two-level model for the Semantic Web. The model consists of two grammars, where one grammar is used to model ontologies and the other grammar is used to model ontological instances. We implemented a system by which a user can easily construct a small-scale Semantic Web environement. Our model can be utilized as follows. First, a personalized semantic web can be easily constructed. The Semantic Web is a linked information space where data is being enriched and added based on the standards to formalize the syntactic and semantics of web contents. It encourages users to create, share, and reuse resources related to their needs and interests. Especially, the rapid increase of communities promotes the interaction with each other and development of a shared repository of resources. However, it is not easy for average users to handle the languages to construct the semantic web such as RDF or OWL. Our model enables the users to design an ontology language for a domain of their interests and represent web contents by using the language. The users can represent their own contents and connect to others in a shared domain of interests easily because they use languages that are easier than RDF or OWL. They can construct their personalized semantic webs.
Second, constructing knowledge is easily done. People construct their knowledge by connecting existing knowledge into new knowledge, but their knowledge construction is different each other. Although they are given the same resources, they organize them in different ways because they have various views about the resources. The proposed model enables users to define and utilize resources according to their views easily. They define ontologies and describe resources based on the ontologies to organize the resources. They can reuse resources made by others in new and exciting contexts as well. It can help them build knowledge.
Third, a semantic social network can be easily created. In the Semantic Web, users create online communities where they can create, collect and share resources. Especially, a social network is a community where members with a shared interests interact and develop shared contents. If they can construct a small semantic web suited to their own community, they can represent resources semantically and share meaningful information. The proposed model enables them to construct a semantic social network according to their interests and needs.
We are currently investigating ways by which a logical inference mechanism can be supported in the proposed model. We are also working on a tool that that can exploit the structural properties of the Semantic Web such as Magpie [25] , Piggy Bank [12] , Potluck [26], etc. using a structurally similar environment to the Semantic Web created by our system.
